Abstract-Ontologies as a set of concepts and their relations have been proven useful in a wide range of areas. More importantly ontologies represent an essential technology for building semantic web applications. Help user orienting in a wide offering of ontologies on the web is at root of making Semantic Web practical. Thus, it is necessary to provide a simple, comprehensive and efficient tool to support decision making about which ontologies are suitable for certain purposes and, eventually, which subset of ontologies can be used. The idea underlying presented approach is that the problem consists of two sub-tasks, namely, ontology evaluation and ontology visualization. Both are equally important and together yield an ability of making wellinformed deci-sions; they provide a new point of view on ontologies than has been available so far. A significant number of visualization and evaluation tools struggle with resolution issues emerging when a large amount of information needs to be displayed. Rather than showing all topological classes, properties and in-stances we preferred data filtering, results of which are summarized and presented to the user. This is based on assumption that not all concepts existing in an ontology are necessary to be visually shown in order to understand the domain of a particular document.
I. INTRODUCTION
Web content is growing fast and it is becoming rather complicated to find relevant information. Semantic web is an initiative to make web more usable, acceptable and comprehensible for both users and machines. In order to make semantic web practical is necessary to provide new functionalities and additional information about web content. From this perspective, ontologies can be seen as repositories of such information captured by means of standardized semantic web technologies. Ontology is a formal, unambiguous delimitation of shared terms [4]; i.e., ontology provides a shared dictionary, which describes the chosen domain, the types of objects and terms, their attributes and relations among them. Categories (or concepts), their attributes and relations among them create the core of an ontology, often called TBox.
There are several semantic web engines that can be used to retrieve ontologies. These are mostly based on keyword searching; therefore they may not always provide relevant results, since keywords are too ambiguous for describing ontologies. After the list of possibly relevant documents is obtained from such an engine, the user needs to decide which of them will be used. There are several techniques that help to navigate in ontologies and thus can be used to discover objects, relations and properties in ontology [1] . Based on this information the user is able to make a decision whether a particular model is appropriate or not to his or her domain. Techniques allowing the user to navigate in ontology and explore concepts belong among ontology visualization tools.
Despite the wide variety of different approaches, none of them is able to cope with filtering depicted information and therefore avoiding information overflow. The information overflow issue emerges when a lot of information needs to be showed in a relatively small area. Furthermore, not all data included in the ontology are necessary (for visualization) in order to understand what the ontology is about or whether it fits a particular topic. Topical understanding of ontologies, though, is a part of another branch of research -that is ontology evaluation.
It is believed that ontology evaluation and visualization are sibling issues; they are both parts of a bigger problem. Our aim is to provide a tool capable of solving both subtasks (evaluation and visualization), which obviously requires better understanding of the complexity and nature of each of these problems.
II. VECTOR DESCRIPTION BUILT UPON ONTOLOGIES
We work with two kinds of description of characteristic terms. The first one is generated from the semantic point of view and comprises obtaining vector descriptions based on the nearest surrounding objects. This allows us to gain all possible terms that are somehow specifying or closely related to the particular characteristic term -on the semantic level. As an instance of such a vector description for term Musical are terms: instrument, performance, musical instrument, piano, movie, musical production, musical performance,… The vector is generated by using the variation of windowing technique. Since the generic windowing technique appropriate usage is in text processing, our technique had to be altered slightly. Despite the ambiguity of textual data, windowing works quite well. The method is based on assumption that physical distance of two words in the text also reflects semantical distance. To be more specific: if two words co-occure close to each other in the plain text, it is highly probable that somehow specify them-self. It is expected that in ontology application the efficiency would be even higher because of more accurate data repository.
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The whole approach is sustained by the fact that the nearest surroundings of objects in ontology actually describe the object (in its typical context) in some way. Considering all surrounding objects in all ontologies from a particular ontology repository (e.g., Watson [11] ), fairly large description vector can be acquired for each entity with high information significance. The contribution of such a representation is that it is capable of bringing out not only the semantics meaning of an entity in a particular context.
To enhanced information value of vector, we add weights for each term from vector and sort them according their weights. Weights calculation taking in account parameters such as: type of relation between original objects and surroundings, occurrence of term as a standalone or as a part of the bigger expression, frequency of occurrences. Regarding those values the weight of term is assigned. The weight expresses semantic importance of each term in the vector.
Advantages of using vectors are considerably higher to the lexical representation. Obviously, the vector contains much more information and these are playing key role in matching objects and also in other tasks. To make this even more efficient and precise we enriches vector with weights that consequently yields decent description of original term. The better description we have, the higher precision we get.
By this method the contextual background as well as foreground is generated. As it has been already said, the background consists from several scopes and each of them is defined by its own vector. Distribution of scopes is user defined and it yields an ability of seeing ontology in user specified context.
Foreground is the actual definition of the visualized ontology. This definition is also transformed into vector descriptions of characteristic terms from the ontology (i.e., terms with a high information significance value). Since vector is created in the same manner for both (background and foreground) it is easy to compare and consequently distribute foreground terms on background scopes.
III. PROBLEM OUTLLINE
In previous section techniques were briefly mentioned that might be applied to ontology visualization for purpose of improving navigation in ontologies. We are interested in developing an alternative tool that will be able to cope with the described problems of information overload and visualization resolution. The easiest way how to achieve it is by using a well-known metaphor. This makes our approach easier to use for user. The metaphor we have chosen is of a geographical map with urban areas on it. A lot of users are familiar with the notion of a map, thus they may find it easier to work with our visualization. Also this approach allows displaying the ontology in any context known to the user, and thus is likely to improve his or her orientation and navigation.
In our tool we are providing several views on ontology. Each of these views reveals certain futures of ontology and together provide complex picture of what the document is about. We are about to explain mentioned views more thoroughly in this section.
In the first approximation only very characteristic concepts are displayed. It is because we expect a user to evaluate ontology before he makes a decision whether the document is interesting or not. To help user with deciding the application place several very characteristic terms [3] from ontology on a contextual background. The contextual background is seen as a landscape consisting from vectors describing scopes of selected categories and distributed on a 2D surface. Distribution depends on similarity between any particular pair of scope vector, and it is generated automatically taking in account human preferences (in terms of what topics the user is interested in and familiar with). User can thus specify in what context will an ontology be displayed. The process of generating contextual background will be described later on in this paper.
The second and third levels of view are not very different against the previous one. They yield the user an opportunity of seeing more specific futures of ontology and consequently gain better imagination how well is chosen background covered with the ontology.
On those levels the user is more focused on evaluating and discovering domain rather then actual visualization. As soon as the process of evaluation is finished, the visualization can start. The junction between contextual and semantical view is right here. This means displaying ontological entities together with their nearest surroundings and relations among them. Presented view is very similar to the others visualization tools therefore most of the users are familiar whit it.
It must be pointed out that we are using characteristic entities (as a sub-set of all entities defined in a given ontology) as a starting point for the navigation instead of the usual depiction of the top layer of the ontology. Even though most of previous approaches use top level of ontology as a starting point, we argue that the expressivity of characteristic terms is much higher than for high-level, abstract terms; therefore they are much more interesting then very general objects at the top. Whole process of retrieving characteristic terms is described in [3] .
In next sections we are going to provide deeper explanation of used techniques together with examples for better conceiving whole problem.
IV. HOW THE ONTOLOGY EVALUATION AND VISUALIZATION FITS INTO THE PROBLEM
In the article we have stressed for a few times that our contribution rest on collaboration of ontology evaluation and visualization. Hence, adoption of these two areas is key principle of our technique. In this section we would like to clarify why the current existing methods are not good enough and therefore they are not suitable for our application. It needed to be pointed out that this article does not include complex overview of available techniques from both areas. For our purpose we have observed a very few methods that we regard as potentially relevant [5, 6, 11] .
A. Ontology evaluation
Ontology evaluation is the problem of assessing a given ontology from the point of view of a particular criterion (usually set by the application), in order to determine which of several ontologies would best suit a particular purpose. The semantic web research deals with abstract documents in the form of ontologies. Particularly the ability of assessing the most suitable ontology according to a pre-defined criterion represents one of the key issues of the semantic web research. Taking in account our need for avoiding of information overload it is particularly significant filtering concepts we want to display. Two groups of methods might be useful: lexical, vocabulary or data layer rely on lexical and string analyzes of entities from ontologies and subsequently their comparison them with various data concerning the problem domain; hierarchy and taxonomy is based on relation discovery among objects and their position in hierarchy in the terms.
For 
B. Ontology visualization
Ontology is often depicted as a hierarchy of concepts. Sometimes, such a hierarchy is enriched with role relations among concepts and each concept has various attributes related to it. Further each concept most likely has instances attached to it, which could range from one or two to thousands. Therefore, it is not trivial to create a visualization that would effectively display all information and allow user to easily perform various operations on the ontology. The methods can be grouped according to different characteristics of the presentation, interaction technique, functionality into several groups: indented list, node-link and tree, zoomable, space-filling, focus + context or distortion, 3D information landscapes [2] .
Even though there were some tools developed but all of them struggle to cope with one or more issues. Here we'd like to discuss two of them regarding highlight and distinguish improvements that we have made.
First of them is OntoViz [9] that is visualization plug-in for Protégé. OntoViz creates 2D graph with the capability for each class to present its properties and inheritance. Many users claim lack of interaction and problems with navigation. Furthermore, they found presentation "poor" and commented on the lack of a search tool. [10] Other visualization tool which represents class hierarchy as a set of concentric circles is CropCircles. Child nodes are placed as concentric circles in the parent circle to its parents. The user may click on a circle to highlight it and see a list of its immediate children on a selection pane. This can let the user drill down the class hierarchy level-by-level. Problem of CropCircles method is poor space filling that is caused by top-down layout. The problem is becoming even more important for big ontologies.
[15]
Our goal is not in replacing existing techniques but filling in the gap we have spotted in ontology visualization field.
V. USAGE SCENARIO
Imagine an ontology developer who needs to create ontology on particular domain of his interest. Before he starts gathering information about the domain, he wants to see how well is this domain covered by ontologies that were created in the past by other users. Consequently, he is searching for similar documents by using a semantic web gateway, such as Swoogle, Watson [8, 7] . Since these tools are keywords based, he is attempting to use keywords that are applicable to his domain. Results list from a semantic web search engine contains all documents (ontologies) from the repository where a particular keyword has occurred. Part of an output form Watson is showed on Fig. 1 . As long as keywords are just terms without specified meanings, not each response obtained is necessarily relevant. Furthermore, there is no clue provided by the search engine on how well is the scope of the user covered with each found ontology. In order to figure this coverage out the user opens one of the retrieved ontologies in our ontology visualization tool.
After opening Ontology Visualization tool it is obligatory to choose a background landscape. Assume our user selects the background as shown in Fig. 2 . Form of representation of an ontology in our technique is in applying points corresponding to the characteristic concepts onto the user-defined landscape. After our ontology developer has gained a bigger picture of the ontology -in terms of previewing a few most characteristic concepts, he may want to explore better that part of the ontology that covers the topics of Music, Entertainment, Art, etc. This means the user may learn more about incidental relations or other concepts within those topics zoomed on in the landscape. Then zoom-in / zoom-out function can be used to move in or out of a specific region of landscape.
After the ontology developer learned about essential features of document, he may focuses on certain area of his interest. As his intention from the beginning was creating ontology about music, music styles, instruments and similarly, he is going to be exploring background scopes such as: Music, Entertainment, Musical and Theatre. During browsing the user may end up in different scope than originally started in. This feature is natural regarding the fact that concepts are statically part of some of chosen scopes and therefore combination of available services can lead to this situation.
The user can open more than one document at any one time and see how the different documents (ontologies) are complementary or overlapping with respect to each other and to the landscape. Hence he can decide which subset of ontologies represents the best coverage of particular domain of interest.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have roughly presented the method for visualization and evaluation of ontologies. As we said, there are already quite a number of techniques for this purpose. However, we believe that none of those is suitable for the application we have proposed in this paper. The main idea for our system stems mostly from existence this gab among visualization tools; which need to be fill in.
Feature of highlighting key concepts from ontology claims to be completely new way of visualization of ontologies that eliminate information overflow. On the other hand user can choose most interesting concepts and see all related objects. The key point is that all those functionalities are invoked on demand so user is not bothered by too many information on the screen in one time.
Via using metaphor from geographical maps make the concept understandable therefore easy to use even without any additional training. An ability of seeing ontology in known context by using the background yields a user better orientation in ontology. These all features are considered as strengths of our tool and in collaboration they build up useful environment for ontology exploration. The key principle underlying the design of the tool is that it uses concepts with highest information value instead of top-level concepts. Highest information value concepts are further interpretable that means incidental relations and objects can be seen. Their interpretation involves a user in understanding the surrounding context, in which document was created. In order to gain the full understanding a user will require knowledge of the specific terms mentioned and the implicit relationships contained both within the document and among several documents (ontologies).
Reducing the information overload is often cited as the premise for work on supporting the retrieval of relevant documents. Though finding relevant documents is only half of the task. The rest is mostly on interpretation and evaluation. And those are issues we would like to deal with.
